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Abstract: TBusiness is rapidly changing nowadays to meet the requirements of a changing environ-
ment and to fulfil the customers’ needs. All those changes of a business have to be implemented in
business processes (BP) and their maintaining information systems (IS). Therefore, a necessity of new
approaches for the dynamic business process (DBP) for their modelling, dynamic execution, simulation
and management, This gap triggered significant research efforts and a number of approaches to solve
DBP modelling problems and ensures the processes dynamicity. In this paper, we present the foundation
design of DBP workflow management system (WFMS). We give special emphasis to the investigation
of modelling BP, we investigate some fundamental concepts in this domain related with hypergraphs
which concepts is strongly supported in Modeling of the BP.
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Introduction

Modeling of BP [17] is a very active topic in recent years. Because processes are a dominant factor
in workflow management, it is important to use an established framework for modeling and analyzing
workflow processes [10, 11.12], Modern enterprises and organizations operate in a dynamic environ-
ment [4] that is constantly evolving. Organizational theories emphasise that organisation must adapt
their environment.

Workflow specifications can be understood, in a broad sense, from several different perspectives [2,
1]. The control-flow perspective (or process) describes activities and their execution ordering through
different constructors, The data perspective layers business and processing data on the control perspec-
tive. Business documents and other objects which flow between activities, and local variables of the
work-flow, The problem will be presented in this research is that the scope of our patterns is limited to
static control flow, i.e., we do not consider patterns for resource allocation , case handling , exception
handling and transaction management [18]

The organization of this paper is as follows. First, we will start with an introduction to the topic
followed by the corresponding literature review, Then we will give workflow definition and various
patterns a, then the different tools and languages are defined and the impact of environment when DBP
represented , that follows with a simple approach of representation which proposed to mapped DBP in
correct way .Finally, we conclude the paper and identify issues for further research.

Literature review

The concept of DBP and DBP modeling [7] is widely differing. Generally, the definitions refer to
changes within the external and internal environment[19], and the consequences can be traced through
adding, deleting, replacing components representing activities [8]. Optimization algorithm that capable
to of continuously adapting a solution to changing environment for each change a different optimiza-
tion approach required [4]. The combination of internal and external factors that influence a company’s
operating situation the business environment can include factors such as: clients and suppliers; its com-
petition and owners; improvements in technology; laws and government activities; and social and eco-
nomic trends,the changes can be accomplished at operational level on the structure of the workflow and
instance of a single process, however the modifications of content and business logic included in the
activities are not analyzed. Jain et al. [10] examine the impact of internal changes on BPs and the capa-
bility of the processes to adapt themselves to the changing environment Hermosillo et al. [18] postulate
that processes should be capable for dynamic adaptation to different scenarios, although the method for
adaptation cannot be exhibited in detail. Mejia et al. [16] outlines an approach for dynamic adaptation
based on Even-Condition-Action.
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Workflow

Workflows are a well-established concept to formalize BP and support their execution by a work-
flow management system. Workflows are “the automation of a BP, in whole or part, during which
documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a
set of procedural rules” [7]. In this section we will present various patterns of which define the basic
modeling patterns of BP:

• Sequence: is an ordered series of activities, one activity starting after a previous activity has com-
pleted.

• Exclusive choice: defined as check point allows to make a choice of the execution path, the process
path is chosen using a decision or condition

• Parallel split: is defined that two or more activities will start at the same time and it is a point in
the process where a simple control link is split into multiple control links running in parallel.

• Multiple choice: is differs from exclusive choice pattern in that the multiple-choice pattern allows
from one to all the alternative paths may be chosen at performance time

• Multiple merge: is a location in the process where multiple paths merging, but without any control
and is a point in the process in which one or more branches of the control thread join without the
need for synchronization

• Cycle: is a mechanism repeat the same instructions multiple times with conditions. In next section
we will introduce BP modelling tools, their benefits and various kinds and languages .

BP modeling tools

A BP is defined as “a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input and creates an
output that is of value to the customer” [3]. BP modeling tools allow you to represent your process in
a digital way that can then be transferred to a live automated process. There are many benefits to BP
modeling:
• Gives a clear understanding of how the process works
• Provides consistency and controls the process
• Identifies and eliminates redundancies and inefficiencies
• Sets a clear starting and ending to the process

There are two kinds of models: Dynamic and Static, most of currently used enterprise modeling
technologies can be considered as static. In real life scenarios BPs are not static. That’s why demand
for non-static models appears. The reference [6,5] contains comparison between static modeling and
dynamic modeling: Dynamic model facilitates the display of activities and flow of events within a pro-
cess. The advantage of using dynamic modeling is that it enables the outcome of a changed process
to be evaluated prior to it being implemented into the physical environment. Static models have de-
terministic nature and are independent of process sequence, it may depend on the data collection and
documents that are processed during the flow of information. Currently, most workflow languages sup-
port the basic constructs of sequence, iteration, splits (AND and OR) and joins (AND and OR) .However,
the interpretation of even these basic constructs is not uniform and it is often unclear how more com-
plex requirements could be supported. Indeed, vendors are afforded the opportunity to recommend
implementation level “such as database triggers and application event handling. The result is that nei-
ther the current capabilities of workflow languages nor insight into more complex requirements of BP
is advanced. Process models are only useful if they actually help to improve processes. For example,
verifying the absence of deadlocks in models is a prerequisite for process automation. However, models
that are sound but at the same time not used to configure a BPM system do not improve performance.
BP need to be managed in environments where processes are only partly documented, and a range of
information systems is used. These systems are often “unaware” of the processes in which they are used
[9] .
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Proposal approach

In this section we will explain main idea of this research, we investigate the opportunities for inte-
gration of document-centric approaches for information systems modelling and genre of BP modelling.
We have a look at the dynamic aspects of BP, i.e the requirement for changes during operation and the
necessary interactions with models of the information system.

We analyse the possibilities for representing the significant artifacts of information systems mod-
elling as processes, the underlying documents and data structures in a unified mathematics representa-
tions, namely in hypergraphs which is strongly supported in Modeling of BP . The proposed research
gives special emphasis to the investigation of modeling BP, we investigate some fundamental concepts
in this domain. The first refers to BP [13] and then BP management [14] Hypergraph is a structure de-
scribe complex relationships can be explored among models during analysis and design of IS, it is a
generalized graph theory plays a very important role in discrete mathematics [15]

The mappings with hypergraph presented, assigning a formal semantics to workflow languages,
together with the “notionof equivalence,thenallowanin-depthinvestigationintoexpressivenesspropertiesofvarious
proprietiesandactivitiesofDBP.

Conclusion

In this paper, we just propose and present the main idea and describing hypergraph as representation
for a DBP, the suggested method takes advantages of the basic properties of generalized hypergraphs.
there are some distinguished features: • The structure of the hypergraph can be interpreted as an ontol-
ogy, thereby it opens the way for DBP representation and reasoning. And considers the time constraints
and can be used to analyze the system • It would be a typical specification for a coded solution where
we assume that during the coding we find an implementation. • Explain in details in full paper our
proposal about DBP modelling and document-centric modelling using the hypergraphs This approach
can also be considered as a background to analyse and design another complexes BP or DBP models or
complexes IS and shows the hypergraph-based approach offers the chance to apply further mathemati-
cal tools for assistance in design.
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